We investigate a Dyson-Schwinger quark model with Ball-Chiu construction for quark gluon vertex and compare with our previous results with rainbow approximation. Combining with the hadronic equation of state obtained with Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) many-body approach, we calculate the equation of state in neutron stars with the hadron-quark phase transition and the interior structure of hybrid neutron stars. We find hybrid neutron stars with two-solar-mass and that the difference due to different quark-gluon vertex models can be compensated by adjusting parameters in the gluon propagator model.
Introduction
The possible appearance of quark matter (QM) in the interior of massive neutron stars (NS) is one of the main issues in the physics of these compact objects. The value of the maximum mass of a NS is probably one of the physical quantities that are most sensitive to the EOS of QM. Unfortunately, the QM EOS is poorly known at zero temperature and at the high baryonic density appropriate for NS. One has, therefore, to rely on models of QM, which are usually too far from real QCD. Thus, we try to develop quark models in the framework of the DysonSchwinger equations(DSE) [1, 2, 3] , which is well based on QCD. In the present work, we study the DSE wtih the Ball-Chiu (BC) vertex [4] to improve our previous quark model with Rainbow approximation [5] . To describe the hadronic phase in compact stars, we combine a definite baryonic EOS, developed within the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) many-body approach of nuclear matter,
Equation of State of Dense Matter

EOS of hadronic matter within Brueckner theory
The Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone theory is based on a linked cluster expansion of the energy per nucleon of nuclear matter (see Ref. [6] , chapter 1 and references therein). The basic input quantities in the Bethe-Goldstone equation are the nucleon-nucleon (NN) two-body potentials V . In this work, we chose the EoS with the Bonn B potential, supplemented by a compatible microscopic three body forces [7] . Within the Brueckner theory, the EOS with presence of hyperons is very soft, reducing the maximal mass of neutron stars to be less than 1.4 solar mass [7] . Besides, with our Dyson-Schwinger quark model, the hadron-quark phase transition takes place only when hyperons are excluded [5] . Therefore, we neglect hyperons in this work.
Quark Matter
We work in the formalism of DSE in Euclidean space. The DSE of the quark propagator reads
In our previous work, we worked with 'Rainbow approximation', i.e. Γ ν (q, k) = γ ν . Now we employ the BC vertex, which satisfies the Ward Identity of QED. The form of BC at finite chemical potential is developed in [4] ,
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Cold dense quark matter and interior structure of hybrid neutron stars H. Chen whereu = ( 0, µ),k = k + u, γ ⊥ = γ −ûγ ·û, γ =ûγ ·û, withû 2 = 1. As to the gluon propagator, we employ the Landau gauge form with an infrared dominant interaction modified by the chemical potential
115GeV and α as a phenomenological parameter. The EOS of cold QM is given following Refs. [4, 8] . We express the quark number density and other thermodynamical quantities as
Numerical Results
single flavor quarks
Based on our quark models, we obtain the density n q (µ q ) andP q (µ q ), which are shown in Fig.1 
Hadron-Quark Phase Transition in beta stable matter
For the Hadron-Quark phase transition in beta stable matter, we employ the Gibbs conditions for chemical and mechanical equilibrium between both phases as well as global charge neutrality under Glendenning construction χρ
with the volume fraction χ occupied by QM in the mixed phase n BM = χn BQ + (1 − χ)n BH . Our results of EOS and the fraction of every components of the beta stabled dens matter are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The fractions in pure phases are defined as λ i ≡ n i n B for all species, while in the mixed phase, the fractions are given as λ i ≡ χ
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Hybrid Stars Structure
We assume that a NS is a spherically symmetric distribution of mass in hydrostatic equilibrium. The equilibrium configurations are obtained by solving the TOV equations. We have used as input the EOS discussed above and shown in Fig. 2 . For the description of the NS crust, we have joined the hadronic EOS with the ones by Negele and Vautherin in the medium-density regime, and the ones by Feynman-Metropolis-Teller and Baym-Pethick-Sutherland for the outer crust. Our numerical results are shown in Fig. 4 
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Summary and Remarks
We have solved the Dyson-Schwinge equations of quark propagator at finite chemical potentials with Ball-Chiu vertex and a chemical potential dependent effective interaction. Based on the quark propagator, we give the EoS of cold dense quark matter. In combination with a hadronic EOS given by BBG theory with Bonn B NN potential and a compatible microscopic three body forces, we investigate the H-Q phase transition under Glendenning construction. Comparing with results under rainbow approximation with same parameter α, the quark EoS with BC vertex is
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Cold dense quark matter and interior structure of hybrid neutron stars H. Chen softer, resulting in smaller phase transition densities and mixed phases regions, as well as smaller maximal mass of hybrid stars. In other words, the quark EOS with BC vertex can be compatible with the present observation of the maximal mass of compact stars, while constraint the parameter α to be smaller values.
